User details:
Bride or Groom? _________

Which stage of wedding planning are you at?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yet to start planning
Halfway through planning
Already married happily
Others: _______________________________________

[

]

[

]

How are you handling/did you handle the planning process for your wedding?
1.
2.
3.
4.

With the help of a wedding planner
On your own together with your fiance
With the help of family and friends
Others: _______________________________________

Pre-testing Activity:
When you think of wedding planning what planning needs to be done? You can also think of
it as services a wedding planner should provide you with.
List out as many of these as you can below. Please draw out more branches if necessary.

Handling guests and having a guest list

Wedding Planning
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Tasks for Marry.SG external home page
Task 1: Marry.SG EXTERNAL HOME PAGE
Task 1.1: How do you find the overall look of the page? Please tick the phrases that
describe your feelings about the page or express yourself in the lines provided.
The overall site…






is appealing
is unappealing
is simple & neat
complicated & messy
has a wedding feel to it
does not look have a wedding feel to it
is informative enough
is too wordy
has a great design
has an acceptable design
has a horrible design

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Task 1.2: Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this page?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Tasks for the Marry.SG application functions
Task 2: EVENT COUNTDOWN
Task 2.1: Try to change the colour/theme of the event countdown card.
Could you do it?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

The current event countdown card has “Months”, “Days”, “Hours”, “Minutes”, and
“Seconds”. In your opinion, should there be…
1. An additional “Years” before “Months”?

Yes / No

2. The removal of “Months” so it starts with “Days”?

(Circle one)

Yes / No

(Circle one)

Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this page.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 3: THINGS TO DO
Task 3.1: Add a new item that needs to be done.
Details:
1. Buy wedding bands
2. This needs to be done 7 months before the wedding
Does the new item appear in the correct tab?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

The item added goes into the tab titled __________________________________________
Task 3.2: Edit the item you previously created.
Details:
1. Buy wedding bands from ‘Love & Co’
2. This needs to be done 2 months before the wedding
Note: The rings need to have name engravings on the inside
Are you able to update the item? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 3.3: Delete the item you previously created.
Are you able to delete the item? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 3.4: Is the current name of the card misleading?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

If yes, what should it be named instead?
________________________________________________________________________
Task 3.5: From your understanding, what do the various tabs mean? i.e. What does “12+
months before” mean?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Task 3.6: Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this function.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 4: WEDDING NOTES
Task 4.1: Add ONE new note to remember.
In this note, enter two of your all-time favourite love songs.
Does your new note appear?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

If yes, which tab does it appear under?
Name of tab: ______________________________________
Task 4.2: Edit the note’s title you previously created to “Wedding Songs”.
Are you able to update the note? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 4.3: Delete the note you previously created.
Are you able to delete note? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 4.4: Besides adding a list of nice love songs to play at weddings etc., what do you
think this function can/should be used for?
1. _________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________
Task 4.5: Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this function.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 5: DISCOVER
Task 5.1: Find a place to have a beach-themed wedding.
What is the name of the place you found?
________________________________________________________________________
_
Task 5.2: Find a halal caterer.
What is the name of the caterer you found?
_________________________________________________________________________
Task 5.3: How did you know that this vendor serves halal food?
_________________________________________________________________________
Task 5.4: Bookmark “Avenue 8” from photography category.
Were you able to bookmark the item?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 5.5: Find out where the bookmark of “Avenue 8” appears.
Were you able to find out where the bookmarked item appears?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 5.6: Like “Avenue 8” from photography category.
Were you able to like “Avenue 8”?

Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 5.7: Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this function.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 6: GUEST MANAGER
Task 6.1: Add 3 new guests based on the information provided below
Guest 1

Guest 2

Guest 3

Name: Bobby
Groom’s best friend

Name: Kenny
Bride’s brother

Name: Maria
Bride’s best friend

You would like to invite him,
his wife and two kids.

You would like to invite him,
and his fiance

You would like to invite
just her

He has no dietary
requirements.

He has no dietary
requirements.

She needs halal food.

Task 6.2: Change all the guests (1, 2 and 3) RSVP statuses to “Attending” as they have
said they would be table to come. Assume that all guests accompanying are attending as
well.
Were you able to update their RSVP statuses? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 6.3: Create 3 new tables
Were you able to create new tables? Yes / No

(Circle one)

Task 6.4: Assign guest 1 to one table, guest 2 to another, and guest 3 to yet another table
i.e. each of them are allocated to a single table
Managed to do that easily?

Yes /

No (Circle one)

What can be done to improve the process?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Task 6.5: Move guest 3 to guest 1’s table
Are you able to move the guest?

Yes /

No (Circle one)

What can be done to improve the process?
_________________________________________________________________________
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Task 6.6: What does the term mean to you?
Invited means
________________________________________________________________________
Attending means
________________________________________________________________________
Task 6.7: Describe something (at least one thing) that we can improve on for this function.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Questionnaire
What you can/will be able to do with our application:


Wedding Planning Canvas
o Things to do
o Notebook
o Guest Manager
o Wedding Discover



RSVP Canvas
o Event Banner
o RSVP card
o Photo Gallery
o Countdown
o Bride and Groom text <Coming Soon>
o Story text <Coming Soon>
o Location details and Google maps <Coming Soon>
o Guestbook (FB tie-up) <Coming Soon>

1. Please tick if you feel like these functions are a MUST-HAVE for wedding planning
Things to
do

Notes

Wedding
Discover

Guest
Manager

RSVP
Canvas

Please tick
here >
2. Besides the functions listed, are there any other must-haves Marry.SG should have to
encourage couples to use our application to plan their wedding?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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